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ABSTRACT 15 

Safety voice is theorised as an important factor for mitigating accidents, but behavioural 16 

research during actual hazards has been scant. Research indicates power distance and poor 17 

listening to safety concerns (safety listening) suppresses safety voice. Yet, despite fruitful 18 

hypotheses and training programs, data is based on imagined and simulated scenarios and it 19 

remains unclear to what extent speaking-up poses a genuine problem for safety management, 20 

how negative responses shape the behaviour, or how this can be explained by power distance. 21 

Moreover, this means it remains unclear how the concept of safety voice is relevant for 22 

understanding accidents. To address this, 172 Cockpit Voice Recorder transcripts of historic 23 

aviation accidents were identified, integrated into a novel dataset (n = 14,128 conversational 24 

turns), coded in terms of safety voice and safety listening and triangulated with Hofstede’s 25 

power distance. Results revealed that flight crew spoke-up in all but two accidents, provided 26 

the first direct evidence that power distance and safety listening explain variation in safety 27 

voice during accidents, and indicated partial effectiveness of CRM training programs because 28 

safety voice and safety listening changed over the course of history, but only for low power 29 

distance environments. Thus, findings imply that accidents cannot be assumed to emerge from 30 

a lack of safety voice, or that the behaviour is sufficient for avoiding harm, and indicate a need 31 

for improving interventions across environments. Findings underscore that the literature should 32 

be grounded in real accidents and make safety voice more effective through improving ‘safety 33 

listening’. 34 

Keywords: safety voice; safety listening; accidents; power distance; CRM.  35 
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HIGHLIGHTS 36 

• Safety voice – the act of speaking-up about safety – is assumed to prevent harm. 37 

• Yet, evidence from real accidents remains scant, limiting intervention design. 38 

• In contrast to prevailing thought, flight crew spoke-up across real aviation accidents. 39 

• This was explained by poor safety listening and high power distance. 40 

• CRM training has improved safety voice, but only for lower power distance countries.  41 
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1. INTRODUCTION 42 

Safety voice is the act of speaking-up about perceived hazards (1,2). For high reliability 43 

industries such as aviation, safety voice is assumed to be central to maintaining safe operations 44 

(3) and where team members withhold safety concerns (‘safety silence’), or fail to engage and 45 

dismiss them (i.e., poor ‘safety listening’), this has contributed to tragic accidents due to 46 

information about risk not being shared or used (4–6). Explanations for the absence of safety 47 

voice and poor safety listening during safety critical scenarios often focus on cultural norms 48 

and asymmetric leader-follower relationships (i.e., power distance (7)). Specifically, accidents 49 

are assumed to emerge from people not speaking-up due to fears for the social consequences 50 

of incorrectly raising concerns or undermining leaders (2,8–10), and poor safety listening to voice 51 

is understood to arise from norms for communication (7,11) and expected asymmetries on 52 

expertise for managing safety (12). Studies utilising vignette (13), laboratory (14), high-fidelity 53 

simulator scenarios (15) and case studies (16) have explored safety voice and safety listening 54 

extensively, and show that power dynamics shape how leaders respond to advice (12), and that 55 

when leaders listen poorly to safety concerns (17,18), junior team members (i.e., individuals with 56 

less authority) are less likely to engage in safety voice, or delay speaking-up (19), which impairs 57 

safety management. Thus, safety voice and power distance are recognised as primary causes 58 

of organisational accidents (8–10,20,21), and a range of interventions for reducing power distance 59 

in teams and enhancing speaking-up (e.g., psychological safety, training (22–24)) have been 60 

developed to improve safety voice and safety listening.  61 

Yet, although laudable in intention, interventions to reduce power distance and increase 62 

safety voice, despite being widely advocated, have little real-world evidence from accidents.  63 

Research has not established the extent to which an absence of safety voice, or poor safety 64 

listening, have directly contributed to accidents where actors (e.g., flight crews, patients) 65 

experienced serious threats to life (e.g., 25) outside of hypothesised or simulated scenarios and 66 
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isolated accident investigations (e.g., 6,26). Determining this is essential for testing the assumption 67 

that safety voice and power distance explain accident causation, and interventions that flow 68 

from this, translate to real accidents. 69 

We address this gap in the current study, and through analysing cockpit voice recorder 70 

(CVR) transcripts of 172 historic aviation accidents, examine the role and nature of safety voice 71 

behaviours during accident scenarios. We establish to what extent safety voice i) manifests 72 

prior to accidents, ii) is ignored or dismissed by crew members, and iii) is explained by cultural 73 

norms for how junior and senior crew interact (i.e., power distance). We also consider how the 74 

introduction of CRM (24,27), an intervention designed to improve teamwork amongst safety-75 

critical staff (e.g., flight crews, critical care teams), has increased safety voice. Our contribution 76 

is to systematically establish the role of safety voice, safety listening and power distance in the 77 

environment of real accidents, and through this, advance understanding on the extent to which 78 

these mitigate accidents. 79 

1.1 Safety voice for safety-critical staff 80 

Safety voice is the act of speaking-up about perceived hazards to others of equal or senior 81 

status in order to mitigate harm (1,2). Conversely, when people withhold safety concerns this is 82 

labelled ‘safety silence’ (28). The concept draws from research on communication and safety 83 

management (1) and especially employee voice research (1,2,29). This research postulates that 84 

individual team members may have critical information (e.g., on risk), and that the free flow 85 

of this information contributes to mitigating failures (30). Because of this, and the harmful 86 

consequences of poorly sharing safety information (e.g., 31,32), scholars have distinguished the 87 

concept of safety voice and provided a distinct literature (1,2,21,33,34) that extends beyond 88 

organisational environments (e.g., to non-smokers in public settings (35)), provides unique 89 

empirical data (14), relates tightly to preventing safety emergencies (in contrast to more broad-90 
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ranging safety related-communication during ‘normal’ operation (14)), and captures the 91 

communication of safety concerns that emerge from perceived risks (e.g., 13). 92 

Safety voice is of vital importance to environments where people need to decide and act on 93 

perceived risks, such as flight crews, nuclear control room teams, critical care teams, or oil rig 94 

maintenance teams. Highlighting unsafe conditions helps to interpret the environment, create 95 

shared situational awareness (16,36), enables mitigating actions (37,38), and improves safety 96 

performance (28,39), especially when junior members of technical teams speak-up (32). For 97 

instance, in aviation, flight crews continuously handle hazardous scenarios (e.g., taking off in 98 

poor weather, addressing warning lights), and voicing and listening to concerns is deemed 99 

necessary for avoiding accidents. That is, operating aircraft requires effective coordination 100 

(e.g., to decide on risk, complete checklists, avoid opposing system input, etc. (40)) between 101 

pilots that share responsibilities for maintaining safe flight, yet have distinct tasks (e.g., flying, 102 

radio communication), information (e.g., duplicated meters may provide divergent 103 

information), experience and seniority. 104 

Ineffective crew coordination, though rarely the sole cause, has contributed to accidents 105 

through loss of situational awareness and ineffective decision-making. For instance, status 106 

differences (e.g., strong hierarchies) and poor coordination (i.e., poor voice and listening) have 107 

contributed to fatal accidents in healthcare (e.g., the death of Elaine Bromiley after concerns 108 

about a difficult airway were dismissed (41,42)), aviation (e.g., the crash of United Airlines 173 109 

after fuel starvation was ignored (6)) and energy (e.g., the blow out of the Deepwater Horizon 110 

oil rig after concerns about a pressure test were not raised by contractors (43)). Thus, the 111 

widespread role of communication problems in accidents underlies the growth of the safety 112 

voice literature, and the focus of interventions.  113 

To explain why junior team members do not engage in voice, and why senior team members 114 

do not listen effectively, studies have drawn on the concept of power distance (9,23,29,44–52), 115 
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which “refers to the degree to which individuals, groups, or societies accept inequalities (…) 116 

as unavoidable, legitimate, or functional” (53, p.2). Studies indicate unfavourable effects of power 117 

distance for communicating issues to leaders (54) and interventions aim to enable leaders to 118 

listen better to safety voice (e.g., support, enacting change). Yet, researching this is challenging 119 

because safety voice emerges spontaneously and its infrequent occurrence cannot be readily 120 

controlled (e.g., prompting voice could bias findings (14)). To address this, and because 121 

introducing real hazards is unethical (55), research has assessed safety voice through interviews, 122 

focus-groups and surveys (e.g., prompting memories (28,56)), vignettes (13), high-fidelity 123 

simulations (e.g., during technical procedures (15,57–59)), simulation-based training (22,24,60,61) and 124 

through laboratory experiments (e.g., presenting risks that do not require specialised technical 125 

knowledge (14)). These approaches have led to the insight that safety voice can be promoted (in 126 

terms of likelihood or onset) through leaders acting in low power distance ways. For instance, 127 

through providing encouragements, using inclusive language (15,57) or shallower hierarchies (19). 128 

Furthermore, this research indicated that risk perceptions are necessary for successful 129 

interventions (14), and that safety voice emerges after a decision on the trade-off between the 130 

benefit of mitigating harm and the cost of leaders’ poor safety listening (13). 131 

Yet, crucially, these methods assume generalisability to actual accidents, and insights on the 132 

extent to which, and how precisely, safety voice and safety listening contribute to real accidents 133 

remain scare and limited (14,19,54). Moreover, the role of power distance for safety voice during 134 

naturally occurring scenarios remains an assumption. For instance, studies have tended to use 135 

data on the occurrence of accidents instead of behaviour during accidents  (8,10,62), selected a 136 

limited number of case studies (e.g., 16), or relied on inquests (26,63) that may poorly capture 137 

behaviour because self-report data reflects participants’ perspectives on historic events (14). 138 

Moreover, real hazards may elicit more visceral and distinct behavioural responses than 139 

vignette and simulator studies. These limitations are consistent with meta-analyses that indicate 140 
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the psychological effects established in controlled settings (e.g., simulation or laboratory 141 

studies) can be substantially different in the field and vary in their direction (64). For instance, 142 

and whilst flexible approaches to methodological realism (i.e., the extent to which methods 143 

meaningfully reflect naturally occurring scenarios) are appropriate (i.e., what makes scenarios 144 

'real' is poorly defined and often involves an individual perception (65)), the strength of 145 

intervention effects on safety-related behaviour are stronger in archival data (capturing 146 

behaviours in the field) than self-reports (66).  147 

This is important for theory because, whilst especially simulator evidence has provided 148 

important behavioural data (15,58), we do not know to what extent available evidence accurately 149 

represent safety voice and safety listening during true accidents, and the problem posed by the 150 

behaviours may be overestimated (e.g., if the frequency of safety voice is biased). Subtleties, 151 

like the strategies used to voice safety concerns and the ways in which voice is dismissed, have, 152 

to our knowledge, never been investigated during real accidents. This has led to the widespread 153 

assumption that a lack of safety voice is a substantial contributor to accidents, and is therefore 154 

important for mitigating declining conditions, errors and accidents (e.g., employee voice, safety 155 

voice, psychological safety (29,33,67)), and a function of wider organisational environments (e.g., 156 

safety culture, safety citizenship (20,68)). However, to date, there is no systematic exploration of 157 

the extent to which a lack of safety voice and poor listening contribute to serious accidents (19), 158 

and the level of influence exerted by power on safety voice (rather than, for example, human 159 

error) remains a proposition (e.g., 49). 160 

Thus, whilst safety voice theory aims to explain how the behaviour contributes to accidents, 161 

and to develop interventions for improving speaking-up (69), there is a lack of data on to the 162 

extent to which, and how precisely, safety voice manifests and is listened to during real 163 

accidents. Given the conceptual importance of safety voice and safety listening as a frame for 164 

explaining failures in safety management, and for training programs aiming to improve 165 
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coordination on safety (e.g., crew resource management, CRM; TeamSTEPPS (24,70)), it appears 166 

essential to consider their actual role in accident causation. For instance, without this, it is 167 

unclear how field-based behaviour should be mapped unto survey findings, or vice versa. Thus, 168 

in the current study we evaluate safety voice, safety listening and the role of power distance 169 

prior to real accidents. 170 

1.2 The current study 171 

Here, we investigate the extent to which safety voice varies during actual hazards that pose 172 

extreme risk, and how this is shaped by safety listening and power distance. This can be 173 

achieved through analysing transcripts from cockpit voice recorders (CVRs) from historic 174 

aviation accidents. CVRs were designed to capture and interpret sounds during accidents (e.g., 175 

flight crew communication, cues on hazards (71)), and research on flight crew communication 176 

(59,72–76) indicates CVR transcripts can be used to analyse in-situ interactions between flight 177 

crew. Our purpose is to identify behavioural patterns during aviation accidents, and normal 178 

flights and close calls are therefore out of scope. Thus, utilising CVR data, we develop 179 

exploratory hypotheses to enable an investigation into safety voice during aviation accidents 180 

and the extent to which safety voice is negatively impacted by poor safety listening and power 181 

distance. 182 

1.2.1 Safety voice during aviation accidents 183 

Safety voice occurs in the context of hazards, and the mitigation of risk through speaking-184 

up is central to the concept of safety voice. Typically, hazards are studied through actual risk 185 

being hypothesised (e.g., for vignettes, simulations (13,19)) or controlled (e.g., for laboratory 186 

scenarios (14)), and eliciting risk perceptions. This revealed that stronger risk perceptions are 187 

associated with more safety voice (13,77,78). Yet, through presenting scenarios with minimal 188 

genuine risk, the extent to which the impact of risk perceptions on safety voice generalises to 189 

actual hazards remains undetermined (19). Because of this, we do not know the degree to which 190 
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visceral affective  risk perceptions (i.e., strong emotional responses to hazards such as dread, 191 

fear) elicit safety voice (14,79). Establishing this is important because behavioural variations can 192 

indicate when intervention may be successful (e.g., if power distance shapes safety voice). 193 

Conversely, ubiquitous or infrequent safety voice prior to accidents would suggest, 194 

respectively, that the behaviour is ineffective (i.e., because accidents occurred despite safety 195 

voice) and interventions should improve safety voice’s effectiveness (e.g., when recipients 196 

listen), or that speaking-up does not pose a problem for accident causation (e.g., because it 197 

always mitigates harm, or risk simply does not elicit safety voice in practice). 198 

We propose that actual hazards, and especially fatal accidents, should lead to more safety 199 

voice than typically established in the literature (i.e., approximately 44% of concerns are raised 200 

(1)) because cognitive evaluations of risk and visceral affective responses motivate stronger 201 

behavioural responses to mitigate harm. Probabilistic risk models highlight that hazards emerge 202 

from the accumulation of sociotechnical factors (e.g., systems design, unsafe acts (80,81)), with 203 

greater risks (i.e., impact and likelihood (82)) increasing the need for mitigating action. Yet, 204 

technical properties of risk are often difficult to evaluate (e.g., because information is 205 

ambiguous (83)) and the psychometric literature on risk perception therefore highlights that 206 

responses to hazards are rooted in analytic and affective risk perceptions (84,85). Visceral 207 

affective states emerge where encountered risks are fatal, involuntary and personally relevant, 208 

with affect heuristics providing a strong motivation to alter unsafe conditions (79,84,86). This is 209 

important, because safety voice theory often explains behaviour in terms of employee 210 

motivation (e.g., safety participation (66) or safety citizenship (87)), and little analysis has 211 

considered motivations that emerge from potentially fatal contexts. Furthermore, high costs of 212 

speaking-up may be rationally traded-off with the larger cost posed by fatalities (1,78) because 213 

the higher expected utility of speaking-up increases voice (88). Thus, and in contrast to the 214 

literature’s assumption that accidents emerge from relatively low levels of safety voice (1–3,8–215 
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10,32), flight crew may be expected to frequently engage in safety voice due to the extreme level 216 

of risk posed by accidents. 217 

H1a: Flight crew engage in high levels of safety voice across historic aviation accidents. 218 

Furthermore, we examine whether flight crew engagement in safety voice has changed over 219 

the course of history. Within the safety literature, the training of interpersonal skills is widely 220 

seen as key for improving safety voice and safety-related attitudes (89), and in aviation such 221 

training has been in place since the early 1980s through the implementation of CRM programs 222 

(24,90). Over time, these training programs became widespread (89,91) and increased in 223 

effectiveness through emphasising the design of social environments (e.g., teamworking and 224 

organisational culture) in addition to the correction of human error (90). CRM implementation 225 

may therefore be expected to have increased flight crew engagement in safety voice, and 226 

establishing this within the CVR data may inform the effectiveness of interventions for 227 

increasing safety voice.  228 

H1b: Flight crew engagement in safety voice prior to historic aviation accidents increased 229 

since the 1980s. 230 

1.2.2 Poor safety listening 231 

Because safety voice is aimed at others of equal or senior status, the field has aimed to 232 

identify leadership practices favourable for speaking-up (92). Ample research indicates that 233 

when seniors listen effectively to safety voice (e.g., acknowledging and acting on concerns, 234 

versus ignoring or dismissing concerns) this promotes subsequent voice (17,18). For instance, 235 

junior team members are more likely to speak-up (18), or to do this sooner (19), when leaders are 236 

expected to listen (17,23) and indicate that speaking-up is appropriate through acting in inclusive 237 

and encouraging ways (15,57,93). However, leaders can tend to poorly listen to advice from junior 238 

team members (e.g., due to the social cost of advice-taking (12)). This suggests that even if 239 

safety voice occurs frequently it may not be listened to, with poor safety listening (i.e., ignoring 240 
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or dismissing safety concerns) emerging when concerns are deemed inappropriate (e.g., when 241 

concerns are considered as factually incorrect or violating social norms (11)). For instance, no 242 

relationship between safety voice and safety listening would indicate safety voice is better 243 

predicted by risk perceptions than interpersonal dynamics. Conversely, when poor safety 244 

listening reduces safety voice this suggests that risk perceptions only partly explain safety voice 245 

and that social motivations shape the behaviour, even during extreme personal risk. If so, 246 

unique interventions are required for safety listening as a distinct contributor to accidents, and 247 

safety voice behaviour would be central to situated sense-making on risk: people share and 248 

decide on perceptions about encountered hazards, with voicing and listening to safety concerns 249 

providing two distinct aspects of a larger phenomenon capturing on-going, dynamic safety 250 

conversations. Evaluating safety listening is therefore important for conceptualising safety 251 

voice. Specifically, because poor listening may inform how leaders are expected to listen to 252 

subsequent voice (17,23), it may reduce safety voice for junior flight crew. 253 

H2a: Safety listening increases safety voice engagement for junior team members prior to 254 

aviation accidents. 255 

 Furthermore, we also examine whether safety listening has changed over the course of 256 

history for flight crew. CRM training goals include improving how leaders engage in effective 257 

coordination on safety information inside the cockpit (24). Thus, because CRM became more 258 

widespread and effective (89–91), it may be expected that safety listening improved, and 259 

establishing this is important for enabling interventions that make safety voice more effective.  260 

H2b: Flight crew safety listening prior to historic aviation accidents improved since the 261 

1980s. 262 

1.2.3 The role of power distance 263 

Hazardous situations can provide technical and social factors contributing to risk (94,95), and 264 

safety voice may be shaped by norms that outline how juniors communicate concerns to 265 
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seniors. Ample research indicates that egalitarian relationships between leaders and followers 266 

promote open communication, and whilst the operationalisation of culture through dimensions 267 

is debated (e.g., dimensions underrepresent cultural heterogeneity (96,97)), power distance has 268 

provided fruitful hypotheses to explain variation in indicators of safety performance such as 269 

accident rates (8,10), fatalities (62) and safety culture (20).  270 

Furthermore, power distance has been considered in relationship to voice (29,46–49). For 271 

example, flat hierarchies (e.g., 98–100) and a constructive ‘tone at the top’ (101) promote safety voice 272 

(cf. 102), and evidence indicates that employee’s power distance orientation (an individual-level 273 

construct) reduces voice (44,45,51,52). Hofstede’s power distance (7) may therefore provide a 274 

valuable proxy for investigating both safety voice and safety listening on the flight deck. Yet, 275 

little behavioural evidence exists, especially during actual hazards, because research on the 276 

individual-level metric of power distance orientation (44,45,51,52) has only measured recalled and 277 

anticipated voice (i.e., which are at least one empirical step removed from behaviour (14)). In 278 

addition, studies of country-level power distance investigated the impact on the occurrence of 279 

accident instead of communication amongst flight crew (i.e., safety voice was only 280 

hypothesised as a potential explanatory variable for the occurrence of accidents (8)). 281 

The power distance proposition for accident causation suggests that power distance explains 282 

accidents rates (8) because strong norms dictate deference to seniors’ authority on safety issues 283 

(51), which are ultimately their accountability (2). This reduces safety voice for junior flight crew 284 

(9) through high power distance “(i) discouraging the correction of errors by superiors, (ii) 285 

placing primacy of communication and debate on a superior, (iii) generating unwillingness to 286 

challenge authority, and (iv) creating asymmetrical communication between management and 287 

subordinates.” (20; p.775). Additionally, safety listening may explain the relationship between 288 

power distance and safety voice because violating social norms can elicit anger (11) and the 289 

perceived social cost for taking advice (e.g., appearing incompetent (12)) may be higher and 290 
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elicit stronger responses to juniors speaking-up where power distance is higher. However, in 291 

the absence of direct evidence, we currently do not know the role of power distance for safety 292 

voice and safety listening during critical incidents. Thus, here we examine whether wider social 293 

norms on power distance shaped behaviour in the cockpit. In line with the power distance 294 

proposition for accident causation, we expect that power distance elicits worse safety voice and 295 

safety listening, with safety listening expected to mediate the relationship between power 296 

distance and safety voice.  297 

H3a: Power distance reduces junior flight crew engagement in safety voice. 298 

H3b: Power distance leads to poor safety listening. 299 

H3c: The relationship between power distance and safety voice is mediated by safety 300 

listening. 301 

2. METHOD 302 

2.1 Dataset 303 

A new dataset was generated from transcripts available in published air crash investigation 304 

reports. By January 2018, 372 transcripts were obtained from three online databases (103–105). 305 

After removing duplicate, irretrievable and non-English transcripts, the final dataset contained 306 

172 transcripts, with a total length of 21,626 lines of transcript. All included transcripts were 307 

in English, including transcripts translated from the original recorded audio by accident 308 

investigation bodies. 309 

The data extracted from included transcripts was: i) flight number, ii) date of incident, iii) 310 

audio source, iv) airline country registration, v) incident airspace, vi) flight phase, vii) crew 311 

and passenger numbers, viii) fatalities, ix) damage, x) attributed causal factors, xi) transcript 312 

conversational turn (i.e., all the words spoken by a speaker before another speaker starts to 313 

speak), xii) speaker. To provide interpretative context, narrative summaries and legends were 314 

included. In addition, each transcript line was coded using transcript legends and a coding 315 
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scheme in terms of: i) turn number (i.e., sequential within transcripts), ii) turn type (i.e., 316 

conversation, background sounds, notes/information), iii)  conversational turn number (i.e., 317 

sequential for conversation turns within transcripts), iv) role of person speaking (captain, first 318 

officer, flight engineer, flight crew with unclear role, cabin crew, air traffic control, other 319 

aircraft, ground operations, other), v) the hazard raised (i.e., if one was raised, using the words 320 

of the conversational turn), vi) how others listened to the hazard raised (action, affirmed, 321 

disaffirmed, ignored, unclear), and vii) the type of hazard based on air traffic control 322 

classification schemes (i.e., ATC interaction, Crew interaction, Distraction, Equipment/fuel, 323 

Location, Manoeuvring, Weather, Pilot actions, Planning, Company actions, Other/unclear 324 

(106))1. 325 

Accidents in the dataset occurred between 1962 and 2018 with 97% of the cases leading to 326 

substantial damage or the destruction of aircraft, and fatalities totalling 11,001. A crude 327 

estimation puts this at approximately 15% of historical aviation fatalities in commercial and 328 

corporate aviation since 19622. Most accidents occurred on approach (32.0%) or en route 329 

(32.0%) and were attributed to pilot actions (32.6%), see Table 1. Flights had an average crew 330 

of 7.120 (SD = 5.182) and 89.701 passengers (SD = 97.018), with on average 42.095 survivors 331 

(SD = 90.191). Included flights were from airlines registered in 42 countries with an average 332 

power distance of 49.103 (SD = 17.043; range: 11-104; skewness = 1.157, SE = .194). 333 

 

1
 The NATS causal factor scheme is specific to aviation incidents but may map unto typologies with a broader 

application. For instance, unto levels 1-3 of the Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (127): 1) unsafe 

acts (Manoeuvring, Pilot actions), 2a) unsafe environmental preconditions (Weather, Location, Equipment/fuel), 

2b) unsafe operator preconditions (distraction), 2c) unsafe personnel preconditions (ATC interaction, Crew 

Interaction) and 3) unsafe supervision (Company actions, Planning). 
2
 Aviation-Safety Network lists 66,682 historical fatalities in commercial and corporate flights between 1962-

2018 (128), yet the full number of aviation fatalities is uncertain. 
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Transcript text was based on audio sources from Cockpit Voice Recorders and/or Air Traffic 334 

Control radio communication and existed of conversational turns (n = 19,393, m = 112.750; 335 

SD = 124.829) and other data (n = 2213; m = 12.866; SD = 14.452; e.g., background sounds, 336 

transcriber notes). Flight crews (i.e., captains, first officers, flight engineers) provided 74.3% 337 

of the conversational turns (see Table 2). For the current study, the data was limited to 338 

conversational turns from flight crew with an identified role (i.e., conversational turns from 339 

captains, first officers, flight engineers; n = 14,128), with analyses performed on aggregated 340 

and nested data to address the hierarchical nature of the data (i.e., conversational turns within 341 

transcripts). Transcripts averaged 106.001 conversational turns (SD = 51.727, range: 1-641). 342 

Four transcripts had less than 5 conversational turns. The full and coded dataset is available 343 

and submitted for publication as data-in-brief. 344 

Table 1. Attributed causes of included accidents. 

Attributed cause n Example 

Pilot actions 56 Error during demonstration flight of Air France 296Q. 

Equipment/fuel 37 Avianca 52 crashed after poorly managed fuel starvation. 

Crew interaction 33 Miscommunication about arming spoilers during landing contributed 

to the crash of Air Canada 621. 

Company actions 29 Poor CRM training provided an unfavourable environment that 

enabled TAM 3064 to crash due to poor coordination. 

Distractions 26 Whilst distracted by a malfunction in the nose landing indication 

system, Eastern 401 noticed an unexpected descent too late. 

Weather 26 American 1420 crashed whilst attempting to land in a thunderstorm. 

ATC interaction 18 Ambiguous radio communication led Air Inter 148 to hit a mountain. 

Planning 11 Poor de-icing protocols led to ingested ice, power loss and the crash 

of SAS 751. 

Manoeuvring 7 A test flight turned into a fatal stall for Airborne Express 827. 

Location 6 Texas International 655 crashed into a mountain whilst not fully 

using all available navigational tools. 

Other/unclear 22 A bomb hit Air India 182. 

n = 164 (8 missing). Total causes exceed 172 because multiple causes could be attributed. 
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2.2 Measures 345 

Safety voice. Research assistants were trained on recognising safety voice through 346 

discussing illustrative examples and problematic cases, and the application of the coding 347 

scheme. For each conversational turn, they coded whether a hazard was raised and described 348 

the hazard in the words of the speaker. Safety voice (1) was coded if an individual raised a 349 

potentially dangerous situation (e.g., fire, equipment, weather, navigation, air traffic control 350 

clearances, loss of situational awareness, etc.) or indicated they were concerned. Otherwise, 351 

conversational turns were coded as not safety voice (0) instead of ‘safety silence’ (i.e., this 352 

requires data on the extent to which flight crew were concerned (14)). Standard communication 353 

procedures (e.g., going through checklists) were not coded as safety voice, unless a concern 354 

was raised. Illustrative examples are provided in Table 3 and the coding framework is 355 

submitted as Data-in-Brief. Good interrater reliability for safety voice was indicated for two 356 

randomly selected transcripts providing 291 conversational turns (Gwet AC1 = .62, 95CI: .53-357 

.71). The ‘proportion of safety voice’ was calculated as the number of conversational turns in 358 

which flight crew engaged in safety voice divided by the total number of conversational turns 359 

within a single transcript. 360 

Safety listening. For every conversational turn containing safety voice, research assistants 361 

coded how others responded within the following three conversational turns (for illustrative 362 

Table 2. Frequencies of role for speakers of conversational turns. 

Speaker n Percentage 

Junior flight crew 7403 39.00% 

Captain 6725 35.44% 

Air traffic control 2575 13.61% 

Flight crew (role unclear) 1027 5.43% 

Other aircraft 476 2.52% 

Other 310 1.64% 

Ground operations 236 1.25% 

Cabin crew 215 1.13% 

Missing 471 - 

Total conversational turn 19393 
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examples, see Table 2). If a response to safety voice remained absent it was coded as ignored 363 

(0), if others disagreed or responded negatively it was coded as disaffirmed (-1), and favourable 364 

responses were coded as verbally affirmed (1) or immediate action (2). Indicating construct 365 

validity, low scores on safety listening were associated with accident investigation reports 366 

attributing the accident to crew communication (Spearman r = -.156, p = .050). The degree of 367 

safety listening was calculated as the average response within a single transcript. 368 

Nested analysis ensured assumptions of independent observations were addressed (e.g., 369 

conversational turns within transcript). 370 

Seniority. Seniority for flight crew was calculated based on the speaker of a conversational 371 

turn being senior (captain) or junior (first officer, flight engineer). Due to technical progression 372 

of aircraft, flight engineers have become less prevalent and the junior flight crew roles were 373 

therefore collapsed. 374 

 Power Distance. Power distance was operationalised through Hofstede’s Power Distance 375 

Index (PDI (7)). The national background of individual pilots could not be ascertained, yet 376 

individuals’ behaviour is impacted by the national culture of organisations they work for (107). 377 

Thus, PDI scores from 2015 (108) were obtained for airlines’ country registration where 378 

available, bar a United Nations flight. 379 
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3. RESULTS  380 

3.1 Safety voice during aviation accidents 381 

Supporting hypothesis 1a, flight crew safety voice was near ubiquitous across accidents, but 382 

the proportion of safety voice varied within transcripts. Safety voice occurred in all but two of 383 

the accidents (95CI: 97.2-100.5%), with only two accidents having no instances of safety voice 384 

(i.e., Air India 182, TAM 3054). This was not statistically different from 100% (t(170) = -385 

1.418, p = .158). The proportion safety comprised, on average, 14.19% of the transcripts (95CI: 386 

11.79-16.59%; t(170) = 11.668, p < .001). The proportion safety voice for flights where 387 

Table 3. Illustrative extracts from CVR transcripts for safety voice and response to safety voice. 

Behaviour Response CVR transcript extract 

Case Speaker Conversational turn 

Not safety 

voice 

n/a Korean Air 

8509 

FE Before take-off check list complete 

FE Stabilized 

CAP Set take-off thrust 

FE Set 

Safety 

voice 

Disaffirmed Surinam 

764 

FO* I think you're... according to that runway you look 

like you're high. 

CAP** Now it's okay. 

FO Slightly left of runway. 

CAP Okay. 

Ignored Air Canada 

621 

 

FO* Here we have a green. The VASIS appear to be a 

little bit high but you are low on the glide path 

FO Takes a whole airfield that way 

CAP Yeah 

CAP** Okay 

Affirmed Tower Air 

41 

FO* I don't guess you'll be able to get much of a run-

up. 

CAP** No. Just do the best we can. If it starts to move, 

we're going to take it. 

FO I see an airplane looks like it's clear down the end. 

FE Body gear steer? 

Immediate 

action 

United 

Airlines 173 

CAP We can’t make Troutdale 

FO* We can’t make anything 

CAP** Okay, declare a mayday 

FO 

(Radio) 

Portland tower United one seventy-three heavy 

Mayday we’re, the engines are flaming out, we’re 

going down, we’re not going to be able to make 

the airport 

* Conversational turn containing safety voice. ** Key message for the response. CAP: Captain, FO: First 

Officer, FE: Flight Engineer. 
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someone spoke-up, and that contained more than five conversational turns, ranged from 1.13% 388 

(Asiana Airlines 214) to 67.3% (PSA 182).  389 

The proportion of safety voice was not predicted by attributed accident causes (Wilk’s 390 

Lambdas  .999, Fs(2,139)  1.000, ps  .379, η2  .014), and did not alter the extent of damage 391 

the plane incurred (F(4,50) = 1.562, p = .199, η2 = .111). Yet, the degree to which flight crew 392 

engaged in safety voice changed over time, but surprisingly rejecting hypothesis 1b, the degree 393 

of safety voice became less overall (b = -.007, F(1,166) = 55.812, p < .001, R2 = .252), see 394 

Figure 1. This trend was consistent with accidents over time being more frequently attributed 395 

to poor crew interaction (OR = 1.065, Wald(1) = 9.387, p = .002). Flight crew were less likely 396 

to engage in safety voice during historic accidents after the introduction of CRM in 397 

approximately 19813 (F(1,166) = 56.260, p < .001, η2 = .253).  398 

 

3 The year 1981 was chosen because CRM programs emerged in the early 1980s (24). Yet, it should be noted 

that CRM was not simultaneously introduced across airlines. 
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Given the near obliquitous occurrence of safety voice acts identified, we describe cases to 399 

illustrate that the effectiveness of voice depends upon technical issues and safety listening. 400 

Often, crews voiced concerns too late. For instance, USAF 27, where the co-pilot mentioned 401 

the potential for bird strike by saying “lot of birds here”. The captain acknowledged (“Lotta 402 

birds here”), however the crew did not respond quickly enough to the hazard, leading to 24 403 

fatalities. Conversely, for SAS 751, the first officer voiced several times during an ongoing 404 

event (e.g., "We have problems with our engines, please... we need to go back to, ... to go back 405 

to Arlanda"), and despite the crew recognising the problem they could not resolve it because 406 

the problem was an underlying technical issue (ice on wings, with engine ice ingestion). 407 

Finally, for Saudia 163, safety voice was repeatedly engaged in (e.g., by the first officer 408 

continually raising concerns about smoke in the cabin). The captain and crew responded to 409 

this, however poor coordination amongst the crew contributed to the accident. 410 

Figure 1. Historic trends of the proportion of safety voice and average response to safety voice within 

CVR transcripts. 
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3.2 Poor safety listening  411 

Supporting hypothesis 2a, poor safety listening reduced the overall proportion of safety 412 

voice in a transcript (β = -.200, F(1,156) = 6.499, p = .012, R2 = .040) and specifically for 413 

junior flight crew speaking-up (β = -.212, F(1,109) = 5.105, p = .026, R2 = .045). Listening 414 

behaviours (n = 1090) tended to be favourable but varied across accidents (M = .890; SE = 415 

.030; t(157) = 29.218, p < .001): 82 accidents (e.g., Alaska airlines 261) only saw effective 416 

safety listening, 3 only one negative response (i.e., Aviation services, Crossair 498, Martinair 417 

492), and 33 accidents saw repeated poor listening (range: 2-33 times; e.g., Texas International 418 

655). Junior flight crew were listened to less, compared to senior flight crew (F(1,229) = 1.345, 419 

p = .002, η2 = .264).  420 

The degree of safety listening was not predicted by attributed accident causes (Wilk’s 421 

Lambdas  .999, Fs(2,139)  1.000, ps  .379, η2  .014), yet poor listening led to more plane 422 

damage (b = .359, F(1,151) = 8.697, p < .001, R2 = .054). Moreover, and supporting hypothesis 423 

2b, safety listening became more favourable over time (F(1,133) = 1.685, p < .001, η2 = .191), 424 

with the introduction of CRM providing a strong historic turning point because listening 425 

became more favourable on average after this (F(1,133) = 1.685, p < .001, η2 = .191), see 426 

Figure 1. 427 

To illustrate the nature of safety listening, we report on examples of poor listening. For 428 

instance, for Kalitta 808 (crashed after stalling), two warnings by a flight engineer about low 429 

airspeed ("You know, we're not getting' our airspeed back there" and "Watch the, keep your 430 

airspeed up") were ignored by the crew, who were focussed on identifying the strobe light for 431 

landing (e.g., in response to concerns the captain asked "Where's the strobe?"). Similarly, for 432 

TWA 514 (crashed due to flying at an unsafe altitude), repeated attempts by the first officer to 433 

share concerns about the altimeter ("I hate the altitude jumping around"; "Gives you a headache 434 

after a while, watching this jumping around like that") were not acknowledged by the captain, 435 
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who was focussed on visually identifying the ground. In other cases, safety voice led to 436 

disagreement: during landing in a Metro II aircraft the first officer voiced on the landing gear 437 

"is it down?", which led to an unresolved confusion between the captain ("yeah gear's down") 438 

and the co-pilot ("No its up"). Similarly, for Aeroflot 9981, a co-pilot's request to disengage 439 

from a dangerous landing ("No, let's...go around") was first dismissed by the captain ("Why 440 

are we going around?") and then confirmed too late ("Tell them "go around").  441 

3.3 The role of power distance 442 

Power distance increased the likelihood that accidents were attributed to crew interaction 443 

(OR = 1.031, Wald(1) = 7.856, p = .005), but surprisingly power distance only explained the 444 

extent of safety voice (supporting hypothesis 3a), not safety listening (rejecting hypothesis 3b). 445 

The proportion of safety voice in a transcript was not predicted by direct linear effects for the 446 

seniority of the voicer (OR = 1.051, Wald(1) = .720, p = .396) and power distance (OR = 1.00, 447 

Wald(1) = .002, p = .964), and as shown in Table 3, this emerged due to an interaction-effect 448 

between seniority and power distance on safety voice (OR = 1.003, Wald(1) = 4.302, p = .032). 449 

Figure 2. The proportion of safety voice within a transcript given the year of the accident and 

airline power distance. 
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Indicating that norms for engaging with seniors shape safety voice, power distance predicted 450 

safety voice (proportion of safety voice in a transcript = -.118 + .0212(PDI) – 4.740*10-451 

4(PDI2)+ 3.123*10-6(PDI3), F(3,151) = 3.104, p < .001.), and predicted more safety voice for 452 

junior flight crew in low power distance countries (OR = .992, Wald(1) = 4.487, p = .034), 453 

whereas senior flight crew voiced more in high power distance countries (OR = 1.006, Wald(1) 454 

= 4.397, p = .036). To illustrate this interaction: junior flight crew were 1.494 times less likely 455 

to engage in safety voice with a 50-point increase in power distance (i.e., half the scale). 456 

Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 2, the identified historic decline in the extent of safety voice 457 

was especially strong for low power distance countries: a strong interaction-effect existed for 458 

power distance and year on the proportion of safety voice in a transcript (F(34,50) = 3.262, 459 

p < .001, η2 = .689). 460 

Surprisingly, power distance was not associated with poor safety listening to junior flight 461 

crew speaking-up (r = -.041, p = .681), with only a weak association (Spearman’s r = -462 

.071, p = .033) indicating that voice may have been less ignored in high power distance airlines 463 

because it involved a more extreme act (providing minimal support for hypothesis 3b). 464 

Furthermore, and rejecting hypothesis 3c, safety listening did not explain the effect of power 465 

distance on safety voice because no mediation-effect was found in general (b = .000, SE = .002, 466 

95CI: -.004 – .005) or for junior flight crew specifically (b = .008, SE = .025, 95CI: -.028 – 467 

.071), and no interaction-effects existed for power distance with seniority on safety listening 468 

(F(83,703) = .989, p = .510, η2 = .105) and with safety listening on the proportion of safety 469 

voice in a transcript (F(1,141) = .540, p = .464, η2 = .004). However, indicating a moderation 470 

effect of power distance and consistent with the reduction in safety voice, an interaction-effect 471 

indicated that safety listening became more favourable over time for low power distance 472 

airlines (F(22,829) = 2.057, p = .003, η2 = .052). 473 
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4. DISCUSSION 474 

Through providing the first systematic and behavioural analysis of safety voice prior to 475 

aviation accidents, we tested the prediction that high levels of risk lead to more safety voice 476 

during actual historic aviation accidents, with effective safety listening and the introduction of 477 

CRM training improving the extent to which junior flight crew engaged in safety voice. 478 

Furthermore, we provided the first behavioural examination of the power distance proposition 479 

for accident causation suggesting that power distance reduces safety voice through less safety 480 

listening. In support of these predictions, we demonstrated that safety-critical staff nearly 481 

always speak-up across hazardous situations. Initial acts of safety voice within a transcript were 482 

frequently listened to poorly, and this reduced the amount of subsequent safety voice prior to 483 

accidents. Power distance explained the extent of safety voice, yet no direct linear or mediation 484 

effects were found for safety listening. Moreover, the introduction of CRM training only led to 485 

changes in annual trends on safety voice and safety listening where power distance was low. 486 

These findings have important implications for safety voice theory and safety management. 487 

4.1 Theoretical implications 488 

We provided the first evidence that people engage in real safety voice behaviour during 489 

genuine accidents, and indicated they do this nearly always across accidents. This is important 490 

because through relying on data from simulated or imagined scenarios the safety voice 491 

literature has assumed that accidents can emerge from a lack of safety voice (1,2,32), yet we 492 

indicated that accidents still occurred despite flight crew speaking-up. Thus, in contrast to 493 

prevailing thought, we indicate that accidents cannot be assumed to necessarily emerge from a 494 

lack of safety voice, or that the behaviour is sufficient for avoiding harm. This means that 495 

through relying on selective case studies, inquests, simulations and studies operationalising 496 

hazards (8,10,16,26,62,63), research has provided insufficient insights on behaviour in the field and 497 

wrongly assumed the central problem is a simple absence of safety voice. Thus we contribute 498 
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a fundamental insight that research should be grounded in the analysis of safety voice during 499 

actual hazards, and progress from making safety voice more likely to making safety voice more 500 

effective (i.e., for preventing harmful outcomes (3,32)).  501 

Most importantly, we indicated that safety concerns were often ignored or rejected, and this 502 

suggests that safety listening may be conceptualised as an essential step in the chain between 503 

hazards eliciting concerns, people raising concerns and threats being mitigated (see Figure 3). 504 

Whilst the safety voice literature has previously established that anticipated responses from 505 

leaders are important (15,17–19,23,57,93), explicitly conceptualising safety listening is important 506 

because its role in mitigating safety threats and making safety voice more effective has 507 

remained underdeveloped. Part of listening effectively to safety voice is responding in 508 

constructive ways (e.g., taking action, demonstrating personal interest (110)), which may 509 

confirm risk perceptions and enables more voice (111). We support the generalisation of research 510 

on leaders’ poor safety listening from controlled environments (e.g., 15,57) through demonstrating 511 

that the degree to which flight crew spoke-up during aviation accidents was lower when 512 

previous concerns were poorly listened to. Thus, we indicate the need for novel interventions 513 

on safety listening and enable the application of concepts such as psychological safety (67) and 514 

advice taking (12) to real accidents, and we suggest future research investigates how safety voice 515 

Figure 3. Threat Mitigation model of safety voice.  

Note: the model highlights that the dysfunctional momentum of threats towards accidents (37) can be 

mitigated (dotted line), when threats elicit higher degrees of safety concerns, safety voice and safety 

listening.  
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can be made more effective through distinguishing between safety voice and safety listening, 516 

and the design of interventions that enable recipients to enact change (112). For instance, through 517 

exploring how the concept of loss aversion (113) explains effective listening when people 518 

perceive risk. 519 

The near ubiquitous occurrence of safety voice across accidents is consistent with the notion 520 

that the perception of risk provides motivation for sharing situational awareness and initiating 521 

decision-making (37,66,79,84), and supports vignette-based and experimental findings indicating 522 

that risk is central to safety voice (13,14). However, few safety voice studies have assessed risk 523 

or delineated leading indicators of accidents (e.g., unsafe acts, or their preconditions (94,95)). 524 

Yet, because we indicated that safety voice is more prevalent during accident than typically 525 

established in the literature4, this indicates a need for outlining how findings from other 526 

methodologies (e.g., surveys, interviews, experiments (1)) may be mapped unto real hazards in 527 

terms of distinct sociotechnical risk factors (114). For instance, future studies may enable the 528 

comparison of safety voice and safety listening across hazardous situations through carefully 529 

describing how hazard characteristics (i.e., in terms of technical or physical properties and 530 

levels of risk) elicit visceral states which are difficult to recall or forecast (14,79). 531 

In addition, we found that whilst safety voice occurred across accidents, the amount of safety 532 

voice varied across transcripts. This is important for safety voice theory because it confirms 533 

that factors beyond physical risk influence the degree to which people speak-up about safety 534 

(1) and thus, whilst it is essential to increase the effectiveness of the behaviour, scope remains 535 

for increasing the degree to which people speak-up. In particular, whilst leader behaviours (e.g., 536 

power distance, leadership styles) have been proposed to cause accidents through reducing 537 

safety voice (9,29,46–49), we provided the first direct and systematic evidence that social structures 538 

 

4 A one-sample T-test revealed that the average proportion of safety voice in the transcripts was different from 

previous research that indicates that people only raise their concerns in approximately 44% of the cases (t(170) = 

66.494, p < .001). 
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can reduce safety voice during actual accidents. Additionally, we provide an important nuance 539 

to the power distance proposition for accident causation through highlighting that power 540 

distance reduces safety voice, but not through leaders listening more poorly in high distance 541 

environments. Thus, we confirm research indicating that power distance contributes to accident 542 

rates (8,10), evidence the generalisability of findings on the individual level construct of power 543 

distance orientation (51) to influences on safety voice within safety-critical teams, and indicate 544 

the need to investigate how power distance and safety listening independently reduce safety 545 

voice. Moreover, we enabled research to investigate established safety voice antecedents (e.g., 546 

leaders using inclusive language (57)) and interventions (e.g., education-based training (69)) 547 

during real-life hazards. Finally, this contributes to the wider safety management literature 548 

(e.g., risk perception, safety citizenship, safety culture (82,84,115)) through indicating that the 549 

investigation of relatively stable latent risks (e.g., organisational culture) may be supplemented 550 

by the investigation of safety voice and safety listening because it provides access to social 551 

mechanisms explaining how people communicate during emergencies. In particular, based on 552 

this future research may identify social mechanisms that distinguish safety-related 553 

communication during ‘normal operations’ (i.e., when it is business-as-usual) from safety 554 

voice. 555 

Fourth, we indicated that the introduction of CRM provided a good explanation of historic 556 

trends in safety voice and safety listening, yet rejecting hypotheses 1b, we found that safety 557 

voice declined over time. This is surprising because it contradicts the literature that suggests 558 

CRM improves speaking-up (24), but it may be explained by CRM improving safety listening 559 

(e.g., through increases psychological safety (17)) and thus reducing the need for repeated safety 560 

voice (i.e., because cooperative relationships increase shared situational awareness (16,36)) or 561 

even preventing accidents (and thus the inclusion in the dataset). This would support the use 562 

of CRM training, and through providing the first evidence on reduced effectiveness of CRM 563 
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in higher power distance contexts, we indicated a need for research to improve CRM training 564 

across cultural contexts.  565 

Finally, investigating safety voice and safety listening through a cultural lens can extend 566 

safety voice theory through the identification of additional cultural predictors of safety voice. 567 

Safety voice research has rarely done this (1), but this would be valuable for the design of new 568 

interventions. Future research may identify cross-cultural differences in safety voice due to 569 

face-saving (116), global differences in leadership values and practices (117), or other national 570 

culture dimensions (e.g., individualism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, long-term 571 

orientation (7)). Yet, it may prove more optimal to develop the concept of safety voice as an 572 

integral activity to organisational politics (118) and sense-making on risk (119,120). These 573 

approaches describe how cultural processes emerge in response to challenges for dealing with 574 

risk, and adopting them may extend existing perspectives (e.g., highlighting that safety voice 575 

results from voice climate (121)) through indicating how safety voice and safety listening 576 

dynamically constitute safety culture. For instance, through longitudinal investigations on the 577 

sense-making process through which the behaviours lead to institutional change. 578 

4.2 Practical implications 579 

Our results have practical implication for safety management and safety-critical teams. First, 580 

unlike previously assumed (1,2,32), safety voice occurs during accidents but its effectiveness for 581 

avoiding harm needs to improve: we indicated a gap between safety voice and the mitigation 582 

of harm. This means that whilst safety voice is necessary for avoiding accidents, it provides 583 

incomplete protection (e.g., in terms of Reason’s Swiss Cheese model (94)) without practitioners 584 

recognising and responding appropriately to concerns raised (e.g., through engaging in open 585 

conversation, taking action). Thus, whilst safety voice contributes to the mitigation of risk, 586 

steps need to be evaluated for increasing the effectiveness of safety voice, for instance through 587 
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improving safety listening, and this should be incorporated into training programs such as CRM 588 

(24). 589 

Second, our findings support the scope and benefit of CRM training programs. This is 590 

because variation in the degree of safety voice during accidents indicates interventions may 591 

improve the behaviour, and the historic introduction of CRM led to better safety listening and, 592 

as argued above, safety voice. However, whilst research has indicated the impact of cultural 593 

norms on safety behaviours and accidents (10,20,122), we indicated that CRM training remains 594 

insufficiently tailored to high power distance environments. This is especially pressing for 595 

safety management in these environments because research indicates that accidents are more 596 

likely where norms do not support egalitarian interactions (8). After research increasing CRM’s 597 

overall effectiveness (27), the next phase of CRM implementation should therefore tailor 598 

training programs to specific environments. 599 

4.3 Limitations 600 

Five limitations exist for the current study. Below we suggest how these may be addressed 601 

and indicate steps for future research utilising the CVR dataset.  602 

First, the analyses only enable tentative conclusions on the occurrence of safety silence and 603 

outcomes prior to accidents. Because data on normal flights and close calls is carefully 604 

protected by airlines (i.e., due to commercial sensitivity, data protection regulation), this data 605 

was not included in the dataset and this means that conclusions are not straightforward on the 606 

extent to which safety voice would have avoided harm or appeared differently during close-607 

calls (i.e., this requires data on the relationship between safety voice and the occurrence of 608 

accidents vs close calls). Because of this the attribution of blame is not only undesirable, but 609 

invalid, and generalisations to ‘normal’ flight conditions should not be readily made. Safety 610 

voice theory may advance through establishing how safety voice enables the avoidance of 611 

harm, and this may be optimally achieved through triangulating the CVR dataset with data on 612 
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close calls and safety performance (123). Commercial airlines may support these aims through 613 

making this data publicly available for research and safety management purposes. 614 

Additionally, we demonstrated that safety voice occurred across accidents and because 615 

people speak-up in response to perceived hazards (14) it is highly probable that flight crew 616 

spoke-up because they perceived risk during the accidents. However, whilst conclusions on the 617 

extent of safety voice were possible, the absence of safety voice does not readily constitute 618 

safety silence (i.e., flight crew may not speak-up because they are not concerned (14)). Future 619 

research may investigate text-based measures for assessing safety concerns in flight crew 620 

speech and apply these to establish conclusions on the degree of safety silence. For instance, 621 

in future research we aim to establish the extent to which safety silence can be scaled based the 622 

degree to which people engage in safety voice. Other scholars may utilise the CVR data to 623 

investigate the impact of the assertiveness of safety voice (124) on effective safety listening 624 

through creating a more compelling need to change the dysfunctional momentum of hazards 625 

towards harm (37). 626 

Second, the quality of the dataset is dependent on included CVR transcripts, the condition 627 

of the source files after accidents occurred, and the standard of transcription (74). Included 628 

transcripts were available at the online databases and written in English, and other transcripts 629 

may have been missed. However, the dataset incorporated approximately 15% of commercial 630 

and corporate aviation fatalities since 1962 and thus the data provides substantial coverage of 631 

known cases. Not all original audio files were accessible, and we needed to assume reasonable 632 

transcription accuracy (e.g., accuracy of words uttered, translation to English). We suggest this 633 

is appropriate because providing accurate transcripts is in the interest of accident 634 

investigations, and transcription uncertainties were indicated in the transcripts (e.g., 635 

‘unintelligible’). Future research may enhance the dataset through extending the number of 636 
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transcripts (e.g., new accidents, or from alternative sources), or directly testing the transcription 637 

quality. 638 

Third, safety behaviours during hazardous situations are complex phenomena, and 639 

additional variables may therefore impact on safety voice and safety listening. We focused on 640 

safety voice, safety listening and power distance, but more variables should be considered. This 641 

is consistent with a recent systematic literature review indicating in excess of 32 higher-order 642 

safety voice antecedents (1) and studies indicating that safety listening is impacted by factors 643 

such as cognitive tunnelling (i.e., fixation of attention due to high workload, stress (125)). Future 644 

research may therefore add to understanding the complexities of safety voice and safety 645 

listening during hazardous situations through investigating alternative mechanisms or 646 

theoretical propositions.   647 

Fourth, we established good interrater reliability for safety voice, yet this was based on a 648 

small subset of the data and interrater reliability may be different for the complete dataset. We 649 

aimed to provide consistent coding through employing research assistants highly familiar with 650 

observing safety voice and providing substantive training on the CVR data, and provided the 651 

CVR dataset for future research.  652 

Finally, the appropriateness of using Hofstede’s dimensions has been debated (96,97). People 653 

within countries display a broad range of psychological tendencies (126), and whilst cultures 654 

remain relatively stable, 172 accidents may not reflect the heterogeneity of cultures across and 655 

within countries. In addition, flight crews increasingly contain expats and the national culture 656 

associated with the airline may therefore not accurately capture the nationalities of individual 657 

crewmembers. Individuals’ nationalities could not be ascertained, and we suggested that 658 

national-level data may be used as a proxy for power distance on the flight deck. Arguably, a 659 

measurement error due to cultural variations may suggest that the power distance effect is 660 

stronger than we established (i.e., because measurement errors could reduce power). Through 661 
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presenting variation in the degree to which people raise concerns across 14,128 conversational 662 

turns from airlines from 42 countries we provide a first step in this direction. The literature 663 

may further reduce potential biases from homogenous samples through replicating these 664 

findings for other hazards and industries. 665 

4.4 Conclusion 666 

Safety voice is theorised as an important mitigating factor for maintaining safety, with 667 

power distance proposed to inhibit people from speaking-up. Yet, behavioural research during 668 

actual hazards has been scant. We showed that safety voice was near ubiquitous across historic 669 

accidents that posed fatal risk, whilst variation existed in the degree to which safety voice 670 

dominated conversations. This underscores the role of risk perception as a trigger for safety 671 

voice, and indicates that the literature can no longer assume that safety voice is sufficient for 672 

avoiding harm or that the behaviour is absent during accidents.  673 

Variation in safety voice indicated the importance of contextual variables for shaping safety 674 

voice, and we demonstrated these include safety listening, power distance and the provision of 675 

CRM training. Safety voice by junior flight crew was often ignored or rejected, indicating the 676 

need for the literature to conceptualise safety listening as an essential step for the effective 677 

mitigation of safety threats. We provided the first behavioural evidence supporting the power 678 

distance proposition for accident causation through indicating higher power distance inhibits 679 

safety voice behaviour, yet this was not through poor safety listening and a need exists to 680 

establish the mechanism through which power distance reduces safety voice. Finally, hinting 681 

at the importance of CRM training for mitigating hazards, safety voice improved after the 682 

introduction of CRM training. Yet, this was only the case for low power distance countries, 683 

indicating a need for tailoring CRM training programs to high power distance environments. 684 

Across sociocultural contexts, people mitigate hazards through engaging in conversation with 685 
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others, and the field needs to incorporate how people enact safety voice because raising and 686 

listening to safety concerns provide unique challenges for avoiding accidents. 687 
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